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22nd EUROPEAN COMPANY SPORT GAMES

26. - 30. JUNE 2019

WE LOOK FORWARD TO A FESTIVAL
THAT CELEBRATES SPORT
We are extremely honoured that the
EFCS chose Salzburg to host the
European Company Sport Games for
the second time since 2003. This also
motivates us to offer our participants
another unforgettable event.
The past few months have been intense:
Planning and executing an event with
27 disciplines and over 320 competitions for more than 7,000 participants
isn’t something you do every day!
Together with our many partners in
sport clubs and associations, our team
has done an excellent job of planning

the transport, entertainment and many
other organisational details.
In the course of our preparations,
we already had a lot of correspondence
with athletes from the 23 participating
nations. We were greatly encouraged by
the joy, unity and mutual respect we
experienced in this personal contact.
And that is precisely what we are looking
forward to most in the next few days:
a sport festival with athletes from all
over Europe peacefully united in their
passion for sport.

THE ECSG
SALZBURG 2019
TEAM
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OUTLINE OF THE
PROGRAMME
WEDNESDAY, 26 JUNE 2019

FRIDAY, 28 JUNE 2019

Arrival of participants
9 am
Accreditation begins at the Event Centre
(Messezentrum Salzburg)
From 2 pm onwards
Dinner at the Event Centre
(Messezentrum Salzburg)
7 pm
Participants assemble at Kapitelplatz
before the opening gala in Salzburg’s
Old Town
8 pm
Opening gala at the famous Residenzplatz
10 pm
End of opening gala

9 am – 6 pm
Competitions
6 pm – 10 pm
Dinner at the Event Centre
8 pm – 11 pm
After-sport party at the Event Centre

THURSDAY, 27 JUNE 2019
9 am – 6 pm
Competitions
6 pm – 10 pm
Dinner at the Event Centre
8 pm – 11 pm
After-sport party at the Event Centre
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SATURDAY, 29 JUNE 2019
9 am – 3 pm
Competitions
1.30 pm
Start of ECSG City Run
6 pm – 10 pm
Dinner at the Event Centre
8 pm – 9 pm
Closing ceremony
9 pm – 0.30 am
Party at the Event Centre
SUNDAY, 30 JUNE 2019
Individual departure of participants
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WELCOME
TO ALL OUR
FRIENDS

ECSG EVENT CENTRE
ACCREDITATION

PARTICIPANT IDs

Participants are registered by the
responsible person appointed by the
company/club. This person receives
accreditation IDs for all members of
his/her group.

Athletes must keep their participant ID
visible during the Games. The ID is only
valid for the person for whom it was
issued and is non-transferable! It allows
you to make free use of the public
transport in the greater Salzburg area
(Obus, Albus, local train) and on certain
routes in the surrounding regions
(Postbus, S-Bahn), as well as the two
ECSG bus lines and the ECSG shuttles
for the golf and cycling events!
In addition, you must present your
accreditation ID to be admitted to the
dinners and after-sport parties in the
Event Centre free of charge.

ACCREDITATION TERMINALS
The accreditation terminal in the Event
Centre (Am Messezentrum 1) is open on
Wednesday, 26 June 2019 from 9am to
10pm, and on Thursday, 27 June from
8am to 1pm.
On Wednesday, 26 June there will also
be accreditation terminals at the Salzburg train station and Salzburg airport.
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FOOD & BEVERAGES
During the day, the restaurants at the
venues offer a great range of food and
beverages. Lunch is not included in the
participation fee. Dinner – a sumptuous
buffet provided by Kongress Gastronomie
Salzburg – will take place in Hall 10 of
the Event Centre (Wednesday, 26 June,
from 2pm; 27–29 June, from 6pm). Only
participants of the ECSG Salzburg 2019
will be admitted to dinner and the aftersport parties (Hall 10, see also p. 15).
Please note: You will only be admitted if
you can present your participant ID, so
please don’t forget to have it on you in
the evenings!
On arrival day, dinner will already be
available from 2pm at the Event Centre
(Messezentrum Salzburg).

CLOSING CEREMONY
on Saturday, 29 June 2019
On Saturday, 29 June the ECSG Salzburg
2019 will formally end with a closing
ceremony starting at 8pm.
This grand event will be held in Hall 10
of the Messezentrum. A short video will
provide an overview of sporting highlights and fun moments from the ECSG
Salzburg 2019. The closing ceremony
will end with the formal handover of the
EFCS flag to the representatives from
Arnheim, which will host the European
Company Sport Games in 2021.
Like on the other evenings, various show
bands will provide musical entertainment
and ensure that everyone has an
unforgettable time.
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OPENING GALA ON
WEDNESDAY, 26 JUNE 2019

The Opening Gala will take place in Salzburg’s historic centre and will represent
Salzburg not only as a city of culture but also a city of sport. The main focus is
on uniting athletes from all over Europe in their passion for sport.

MEETING POINT IS KAPITELPLATZ
AT 7 PM
The gala itself will take place on Residenzplatz. Participants are asked to gather at
the nearby Kapitelplatz from 7pm.
There, the ECSG team will organise
the participants into groups according
to nationality. These will then –
at the beginning of the ceremony at 8pm
– parade into Residenzplatz in alphabetical order.
GETTING TO THE OPENING GALA

to use public transport (Obus/Albus).
If you decide to take public transport,
please get off at the Hanuschplatz,
Rathaus or Mozartsteg bus stops and
then walk to the Residenzplatz.
After the opening gala, these buses
will also take you back to your accommodation. Please use the ECSG app
to find the exact times.
The last public transport (Obus and
Albus) leave at around 10.45pm.
Please check the exact departure
times in advance on the ECSG app.

The best option would be to walk there
(from the centrally located hotels) or
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AFTER SPORT: GOOD TIMES AT THE
AFTER-SPORT PARTIES
After-sport party on 27 June:
The First Line Band will provide musical
entertainment at the after-sport party on
Thursday, 27 June. Starting at 8pm, they
will be playing oldies but goldies from
the 60s, 70s and 80s, as well as current
top hits. Party people can also look
forward to Walter Schachner & Friends,
who have shared the stage with many
international stars and will create a fun
atmosphere in the hall with the sounds
of schlager music.
After-sport party on 28 June:
The Mitterling Buam will perform at the
after-show party on Friday, 28 June. This

First Line Band

band from Grossarl will be serving jaunty
Austrian folk music and schlager and
give their audience a taste of local
culture. The bands that performed the
previous night will also make an
appearance.
After-sport party on 29 June:
The after-sport party on Saturday,
29 June 2019 presents an absolute
highlight in the Messezentrum:
Smash is one of the best show and
party bands in the German-speaking
area. It consists of six band members,
two of whom have sung in the finals
of the Eurovision Song Contest.

Walter Schachner & Friends

Smash
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CHEMISTS WITH ALL-NIGHT SERVICE
Wednesday: Bahnhof-Apotheke
Karl Wurmb-Straße 2, 5020 Salzburg;  +43 662 84 36 30
Thursday: St. Erhard-Apotheke
Petersbrunnstraße 13, 5020 Salzburg;  +43 662 84 36 30
Friday: Anna-Apotheke
Siebenstädter Straße 14, 5020 Salzburg;  +43 662 43 36 43
Saturday: Elisabeth-Apotheke
Elisabethstraße 1a, 5020 Salzburg;  +43 662 87 14 84

IMPORTANT
TELEPHONE NUMBERS

TIPS AND
INFORMATION

TAXI
Funktaxi 8111:  +43 (0)662 8111. Taxis are available in Salzburg 24/7.

Contact ECSG: Info-Point (Messezentrum Salzburg, Foyer Halle 10)
ECSG hotline:  +43 662 8888700, info@ecsgsalzburg2019.at
EMERGENCY NUMBERS
Fire department:  122
Police:  133
Red Cross (ambulance):  144
Euro emergency number:  112
Doctor on call (Fri 7pm – Mon 7am):  141
Breakdown assistance (ÖAMTC):  120
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COMPETITIONS
Schedules and results
You can find the up-to-date schedules
and results on our website and our ECSG
app (which you can download from our
ECSG website or by scanning the QR
code below). You can also ask the tournament directors at the respective sport
venues for the results of the individual
competitions. In addition, the screens in
the Event Centre (Messezentrum Salzburg)
will display all the results from that
particular competition day.

Award ceremonies
The awards for each sport competition
are handed over immediately after
completion of the last event at the
respective venue.
The successful athletes will receive
medals (in the individual events) and
trophies (team events) from ECSG
Salzburg 2019.

ECSG 2019
WEB-APP

Scan me!
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WE WILL TAKE PHOTOS OF ALL WINNERS
IN THE CHAMPIONS CORNER
Champions, please note:
We would like to take pictures of all our
winners from the more than 320 events.
For maximum effect the photos should
have a uniform look.
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For this reason we would ask all
winners to bring your medals and
trophies (teams) to the evening social
events in the Messezentrum Salzburg
(Thursday to Saturday, 6–10pm). Then
please come over to the “Champions
Corner”, where we will take the photos.
We will then present these during
the evening programme and on
our online channels!
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TRANSPORT
Daytime transport
Athletes participating in the ECSG
Salzburg 2019 can use the public transport (Obus/Albus) in the greater Salzburg
area and certain routes of the regional
public transport (Postbus, S-Bahn, local
train – see the ECSG website/app) free
of charge. On top of that, we offer two
additional ECSG lines and shuttles (for
our golfers and cyclists) that also serve
certain hotels and sport venues outside
Salzburg. The central changeover bus
stop of the two ECSG lines is at

Schrannengasse (Dorotheum), close to
Mirabellplatz, in the heart of Salzburg.
The shuttles operate daily and depart
from the Event Centre (Messezentrum
Salzburg). There are many parking
facilities available for participants
planning to use their own private vehicle
(daily rate €8). Please note that your
participant ID is your public transport
ticket and must therefore be kept
visible when using public transport! You
can find the exact departure times and
the stops on the ECSG app or website.
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Please take the earliest possible bus –
especially in the mornings – to ensure
that you get to your respective sport
venue on time. Public transport already
operates in the early (hours of the)
morning, with buses running every
10 to 15 minutes. For more information,
please ask at your hotel reception or
visit the infopoint at the Event Centre
(Messezentrum Salzburg).

Nighttime transport
All public transport in the city (Obus/
Albus) operates until 0.45am on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
In addition, regional buses serve all
hotels booked through our partners that
are located outside the city of Salzburg.
You can find the exact departure times
on the ECSG website or app.

ECSG 2019
WEB-APP

Scan me!

ECSG LINES
ECSG line Wals: Mirabellplatz – Main train station – Klessheim – Siezenheim –
Wals – Käferheim
ECSG line Rif:
Mirabellplatz – Mozartsteg – Alpenstraße – Anif – Grödig – Rif
ECSG SHUTTLE
Shuttle Golf 1
Shuttle Golf 2
Shuttle Golf 3
Shuttle Golf 4
Shuttle Cycling

Messezentrum Salzburg
Messezentrum Salzburg
Messezentrum Salzburg
Messezentrum Salzburg
Messezentrum Salzburg

– GC Eugendorf – GC Altentann
– GC Römergolf – GC am Mondsee
– GC Klessheim
– GC Berchtesgadener Land
– Friedburg
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ECSG
CITY RUN

A popular fixture at all European
Company Sport Games is a sport event
for all athletes. This year, the ECSG
Salzburg 2019 is happy to host the ECSG
City Run through Salzburg’s Old Town on
Saturday, 29 June 2019 at 1.30pm.
Participants will receive their bib
numbers and timekeeping chips when
they pick up their accreditation on
26 June.

SALZBURG
MEETS
EUROPE:

SATURDAY
29.06.

Start and finish
The start and finish area is at the Stiegl
Brewery. You can get there by public
transport (your participant ID is your
ticket) or take your own car. A short
briefing for participants will take place
at 1.15pm, after which the race will begin
at 1.30pm in waves of 100 runners every
two minutes.
The City Run award ceremony will
take place at 3.30pm outside the Stiegl
Brewery. The event will be over at
about 4pm.

#ECSGCITYRUN
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ECSG CITY RUN

Distances and routes
City Run participants can choose
between two distances. Depending on
your mood and level of fitness, you can
choose whether you want to run the
5km or 10km distance during the race
itself. The course initially leads along
the Glan stream and affords a stunning
view across the Leopoldskroner
Weiher to Schloss Leopoldskron and

Hohensalzburg Fortress. While the 5km
runners are already nearing the end of
their course, the 10km runners still
need to run over the Mönchsberg and
pass Mönchstein Castle. After that, the
course leads back through the city to
the finish area.
Runners participate in the race at
their own risk.

#ECSGCITYRUN
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GREEN EVENT SALZBURG –
BE A PART OF IT!
Environmental protection, climate
change, mountains of plastic waste –
these pressing issues have been a top
priority for a while now. Because they
are also a concern of ours, we have
decided to make the ECSG Salzburg
2019 a Green Event! This is a first in the
42-year history of the European Company Sport Games! The main criteria
are: use of seasonal, regional and,
preferably, organic foods, promotion of
environmentally friendly mobility, avoidance of plastic waste and PET bottles,
meticulous collection and separation
of waste, economical use of resources, etc. We took account of all of these
points when planning and implementing
aspects within our immediate sphere of
influence. In addition, we encouraged
our partners at the sport venues to be
mindful of these issues and to adapt
their offers accordingly.

Our goal and your contribution:
• Use the environmentally friendly public
transport, the ECSG buses and shuttles
during the Games.
• Bring your own bottles and avoid using
PET bottles during your stay in Salzburg.
Austria has excellent drinking water.
You can refill your bottle at any tap –
also at our sport venues!
• Dispose of your waste by separating
it and putting it into the designated
containers.
We hope that our participants care
about the environment as much as
we do and are happy to do their bit.
The larger the number of people
following the recommendations,
the more successful and forward
looking the 22nd European Company
Sport Games will be – and a role model
for other sport events.

BRING
YOUR OWN
BOTTLE!
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Henndorf
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MAP OF THE
SPORT VENUES
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1. Messezentrum Salzburg:

19. Soccerpark Salzburg:

2. Sporthalle Josef-Preis-Allee:

20. GM-Sports Resort:

3. Sportzentrum Mitte:

21. Tenniscamp Bergheim:

4. Sporthalle Alpenstraße:

22. FC Bergheim:

5. ASV Salzburg:

23. Bürmooser See:

6. Fußballplätze ASK/PSV:

24. Golfplatz Eugendorf:

7. Sportzentrum Nord:

25. Golfplatz „Am Mondsee“:

8. Sport-Oase Salzburg:

26. Golfplatz Gut Altentann:

9. Salzburger Tenniscourts Süd:

27. ULSZ Rif:

10. 1. Salzburger Tennisclub (STC):

28. Sportpark Freilassing:

11. TC ASKÖ Maxglan:

29. Friedburg:

12. Tennishalle Feller:

30. Kegelcasino Hallein:

13. ATSV Salzburg:

31. Tenniscenter Allerberger:

14. Schlosspark Hellbrunn:

32. Tennispark Elixhausen:

15. Schloss Kleßheim:

33. Gasthof Simmerlwirt:

16. Golf & Country Club Salzburg-Kleßheim:

34. Golfclub Römergolf:

17. Walserfeldhalle:

35. Golfclub Berchtesgadener Land:
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Salzburg
Hauptbahnhof
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www.ecsgsalzburg2019.at

18. Fußballplätze HSV-Wals:
33
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30
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THANKS TO OUR SUPPORTERS AND LOGOS OF SPONSORS
The organisation and realisation of such a major sport event would not be
possible without partners and sponsors. Our thanks go to the following companies
and organisations:
Premium partners:

Supporters:

Sponsors:

Association members:

Imprint
Publisher: Sportfestivals Salzburg, Faberstraße 18, 5027 Salzburg
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